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Introduction

It is hard to explain how honored I was when Larry Lessig and his colleagues at Stanford organized this conference around some of my ideas – or more accurately, around a set of ideas for which they gave me greater credit than I deserved. This kind of thing generally happens when one is either dead or retiring (I am hoping that the contributors do not have some knowledge I lack about the imminence of either of those events). The event was doubly humbling. The scholars who agreed to write for this volume are a remarkable group whose work I admire greatly, while Larry’s own scholarship and work as a public intellectual are also a great inspiration to me – he is clearly the one whose work deserves a symposium, if anyone’s does.

The contributions to the symposium include four main articles that engage in different ways and degrees with my work and with the idea of cultural environmentalism, commentaries on those articles, and, at the end, two papers that evolved from commentaries but that are no longer directed towards the articles on which they originally commented. I could not hope to respond to everything in the volume point by point, and I am not going to try. Instead, I will offer my own thoughts on the failings, limitations, occasional promise, and possible future of the ideas discussed in this symposium – both the work on cultural environmentalism and the surrounding ideas on authorship, the rhetoric of economic analysis, the structure of intellectual property scholarship, and the jurisprudence of the public domain. Where appropriate, I will try to link my comments back to the individual articles and comments in this symposium.

Making visible the invisible

You will recall my work here, such as it has been …. None of it does more than mark time. Repetitive and disconnected, it advances nowhere. Since indeed it never ceases to say the same thing, it perhaps says nothing. It is tangled up into an indecipherable, disorganised muddle. In a nutshell, it is inconclusive. Still, I could claim that after all these were only trails to be followed, it mattered little where they led; indeed, it was important that they did not have a predetermined starting point and destination. They were merely lines laid down for you to pursue or to divert elsewhere, or re-design as the case might be. They are, in the final analysis, just fragments, and it is up to you or me to see what we can make of them. For my part, it has struck me that I might have seemed a bit like a whale that leaps to the surface of the water disturbing it momentarily with a tiny jet of spray and lets it be believed, or pretends to believe, or wants to believe, or himself does in fact believe, that down in the depths where no one sees him any more, where he is no longer witnessed nor controlled by anyone, he follows a more profound, coherent and reasoned trajectory. Well, anyway, that was
more or less how I at least conceived the situation; it could be that you perceived it differently.2

Apart from the sneaking feeling that »indecipherable, disorganized muddle« describes my work better than his, I have little in common with Foucault. Still, a symposium is the perfect place for indulging oneself in the delusion of deeper coherence that he describes. I shall not resist the temptation.

Cultural environmentalism is an idea, an intellectual and practical movement, that is supposed to be a solution to a set of political and theoretical problems – an imbalance in the way we make intellectual property policy, a legal regime that has adapted poorly to the way that technology has broadened its ambit, and perhaps most importantly a set of mental models, economic nostrums, and property theories that each have a public-domain-shaped hole at their center.

The comparison I drew between the history of environmentalism and the state of intellectual property policy had a number of facets. The environmental movement had »invented« the concept of the environment and used it to tie together a set of phenomena that would otherwise seem very separate. In doing so, it changed perceptions of self-interest and helped to form coalitions where none had existed before. The process of the invention of environmentalism, however, was no mere semantic sleight of hand. Intellectually, it built on the insights of earth science about the fragile interconnections of the ecology and on the Pigouvian analysis of economic externalities3 – pollution about which we do not make rational decisions, because the cost is »invisible,« for example. It offers a profound critique of an economic orthodoxy built on the assumption of perpetual growth. I argued that, in a similar way, we needed to make visible the invisible contributions of the public domain, the »eco-system services« performed by the under-noticed but nevertheless vital reservoir of freedom in culture and science.4 And, just as with environmentalism, we needed not only a semantic reorganization, or a movement devoted to a goal, but a set of conceptual and analytic tools.

**Property theory**

The environment was undervalued by a narrow and formalistic conception of property rights that ignored the effects of pollution and other activities on the collective ecology, not counting it as a legally cognizable harm. Similarly, there were areas in intellectual property law where the public domain was undervalued by an ideology of authorial romance, which assumed innovation sprang out of thin air – the great author needs no raw material for his creations.5 What was needed was a scholarly literature that provided a historical and critical analysis of the various ideologies of authorship and their effects on both the language and the doctrine of intellectual property law. Thanks to the work of scholars such as Peter Jaszi, Martha Woodmansee, and Mark Rose6 – all of whom influenced my work greatly – that literature is now both rich and deep. Rebecca Tushnet’s paper in this symposium, with its account of how fan fiction continues to elaborate on plot, character, and setting long after a work has been published or broadcast, is a particularly fine example of the practical conflicts between an ideal of authorial creation and control and the reality of the way in which creativity and culture weave author and reader together.7 This literature also continues to attract attention from those outside of the world of intellectual property.
Susan Crawford’s paper compares the rhetoric of romantic authorship in intellectual property to the rhetoric in a different area – communications law and policy and the debate about »net neutrality«. Her conclusion? These two sets of arguments are strikingly parallel. The same battles are being played out again, but this time at the fundamental level of network transport. Again, a romantic figure is being used – this time, the romantic figure of the »network builder.«

Beyond the focus on authorial romance (which I still think to be important, if not as important as I did when I wrote Shamans, Software and Spleen), we needed a better theory of the outside, the opposite of property – a legal realism for the public domain that rivals our sophistication about property itself. Here is a second area in which I would argue that the discipline has developed at remarkable speed. We have better alternative definitions of the public domain, as well as a sense of which perceived dysfunction in intellectual property each definition is implicitly responding to – the dangers of monopoly control, of high prices, of restriction of future innovation, and so on. We also have a burgeoning literature on the notion of the commons – a concept, or cluster of concepts, that is often confused with the public domain, but that has important differences.

But the developments here are not merely ones in commons theory. There has been a dramatic increase of institutional efforts to turn commons theory into commons practice, using the traditional tools of contract and license to create a commons through private agreement and technological implementation; the free and open-source software movements and Creative Commons – founded by the organizer of this symposium, Larry Lessig – are the obvious reference points here. Molly Shaffer Van Houweling’s paper, Cultural Environmentalism and the Constructed Commons, is a great window on this practice. She gives us a fascinating essay that explores both the benefits and failings of »conservation easements« on land on the one hand and the licensing commons on the other. The practical issues are numerous and convoluted. The theoretical issues, however, are even more interesting.

Consider the complexities involved in Van Houweling’s subject matter. We have the use of license and property right to create a commons, a process of conceptual judo. There are clear theoretical differences between the public domain and the licensing commons. In the public domain, freedom is based on the absence of property rights. In the licensing commons, freedom is based on the preemptive exercise of the property rights by the rights holder in order to grant use privileges to users of the commons, and sometimes to bind those future users to add their own improvements back to the common pool. Which strategy is the best for achieving openness in particular areas? Then there are the questions this raises about rules on alienability and the effect on third parties and the differences between contract and license. There is also the issue whether we need to revisit any of the nostrums of property law or
of contract law in the light of the commons-constructing enterprise. Professor Van Houweling’s paper introduces all of these and more.

**Economics**

Environmentalism used arguments about externalities to suggest that things not currently given economic “value” within the market system – for example, endangered species, or biodiversity – needed to have a price, or at least an economic quantification of damage assigned to them. The goal was to render them visible within our analysis. But was there also a cost to thinking this way? As Aldo Leopold described it,

One basic weakness in a conservation system based wholly on economic motives is that most members of the land community have no economic value.

When one of these non-economic categories is threatened, and if we happen to love it, we invent subterfuges to give it economic importance.

It is painful to read those circumlocutions today.20

Is there a similar danger in intellectual property law – that though the economic focus is both useful and necessary, we will end up distorting some of the concerns we are trying to express by setting them in the language of economic analysis? I would argue that there is. The problem is both internal and external. If one looks inside the microeconomic analysis of information issues one finds it is considerably more indeterminate than our dear friends the economic analysts of law would have us believe. It is beset by fundamental contradictions,21 unjustified shifts of analytical baselines,22 and concealed assumptions.23 In short, it is more a compendium of extremely useful heuristics and reminders than an algorithmic resolution of policy disputes – a rhetoric rather than a science. Within this rhetoric, and within these conflicting baselines, our discipline plays itself out.

The basic division in the intellectual property field is between maximalists or high protectionists, on the one hand, and minimalists, or those with a concern about the public domain, on the other. The maximalists favor expansive intellectual property rights. They view exemptions and privileges on the part of users or future creators as a tax on rights holders and have considerable sympathy for thinly disguised “sweat-of-the-brow” claims. They exhibit a kind of economic bipolar disorder: being deeply pessimistic about market functioning around potential public goods problems in the absence of intellectual property rights, and yet strikingly, even manically, optimistic about our ability to avoid transaction costs and strategic behavior “anticommons effects” that might be caused by the presence of intellectual property rights.

The minimalists have exactly the opposite set of attitudes. They start from the presumption that the baseline of American law is that “the noblest productions of the human mind are upon voluntary disclosure to others, free as the air to common use.” Thus intellectual property rights, understood as “monopolies,” look like dangerous state granted subsidies, which should be confined in amount and extent to the minimum demonstrably necessary. Minimalists exhibit their own bipolarity; in many cases they are optimistic about the ability of creators and innovators to gain returns on innovation without recourse to legal monopolies. They are also relatively optimistic about technology; they see new technologies that lower the cost of copying, such as the internet or PCR, as providing benefits as well as costs to rights holders, so that every reduction in the cost of copying need not be met with a cor-
responding increase in the level of protection. On the other hand, the minimalists are deeply, almost tragically, pessimistic about the ability of rights holders to bargain around the potential inefficiencies and transaction costs that their rights introduce into the innovation process. Here, private action to avert potential market failure seems much harder, for some reason.24

Ironically, this stylized division between maximalists and minimalists has – at least in my view – contributed to a narrowness of our scholarly intellectual tools. As I argued in another context,

The minimalists are those with the strongest incentive to challenge the expansion of intellectual property rights. Yet because of the structure of the rhetoric in the discipline, they are also those most committed to the claim that only utilitarian arguments about the encouragement of future innovation are legitimate parts of the discourse. Minimalists are used to fighting off covert »sweat-of-the-brow« claims, concealed appeals to natural right, and Hegelian notions of personality manifest in expression – all deployed to argue that rights-holders should have their legally protected interests expanded yet again. Against these rhetorics, they insist on both constitutional and economic grounds that the reason to extend intellectual property rights can only be the promotion of innovation.25

At the same time, the definition of the »innovation« that we commit ourselves to promoting has itself been a surprisingly reductionist one – apparently consisting of that package of potential future goods, technologies, culture, and inventions it is reasonable to believe that current market participants would value the most, with the valuation depending on the existing distribution of wealth and of rights. By this definition, of course, the hair-loss drug is indeed a more valuable innovation than the cure for most tropical diseases. When correctives are offered to this perspective, they tend to be offered from outside the efficiency calculus – as matters of »justice« or »equity,« rather than as criticisms of the definition of efficiency or innovation itself. Again, there is a parallel to the economic analysis of environmental issues, where the most profound critiques do not merely offer moral critiques of the logic of a consumption society based on perpetual growth, but argue that failure to realize the limits of such a macroeconomic strategy are failures of the economic analysis itself.26

So, to sum up, intellectual property scholarship has suffered from a focus on economic analysis alone, as opposed to the other potentially useful perspectives and – even within economic analysis – on a particularly narrow version of economics. This double narrowness in our scholarly focus is one that Aldo Leopold would have decried and that we should regret. But it is not an inevitable one, and this is a point that Arti Rai’s fascinating essay27 makes particularly clear.

For some, the limitations and biases of conventional economic analysis are reasons to reject it and to turn away from a utilitarian framework. Madhavi Sunder’s provocative paper,28 for example, argues that the failure of intellectual property to recognize the contributions of traditional and natural sources cannot be rectified by mere payment. She posits a non-monetizable, non-utilitarian benefit in terms of worth or dignity in having one’s contribution labeled as the subject of an intellectual property right. This is a fascinating idea for empirical research. But is this in fact the way intellectual property rights are perceived? Might a different name for a claim on a payment stream produce the same effects? It also raises an important conceptual question. We know from 300 years of experimentation with intellectual property
rights that it is possible to harm as well as help by granting a new right. To be sure, this has not caused developed-world legislatures to spend much time looking at empirical evidence of costs and benefits.\(^\text{29}\) Does this mean that we should be equally free with our intuitions in the developing world? Or do we assume that artificially created monopolies can have even deadlier effects in economies where the margin for error is slim? I would argue that broadening the conceptual framework of intellectual property should not mean giving up the attempt to weigh costs and benefits. At some point, the costs of a new right are too high.

How does one broaden the utilitarian calculation without giving up entirely the chastening effect of the questions, »But does it work?« and »Does it do more harm than good?« Of course, definitions of harm and good will be debatable and perhaps incommensurable. But we will be the poorer both conceptually and practically if we do not attempt to model them, expose our assumptions, and make trade-offs explicit.

Arti Rai’s paper offers one answer. Drawing on welfare economics, she points out the great limitations of some conventional measures of efficiency. As I suggested earlier, the hair-loss treatment is actually »more valuable« than the treatment of malaria if we base our valuation on ability and willingness to pay. Rai gives the example of an alternative measure that is actually used in making health-care decisions – QALY, or quality-adjusted life years.\(^\text{30}\) Should we spend scarce resources on developing this drug for the treatment of schistomiasis or this drug for the treatment of Chagas Disease? Assume neither population has the ability to pay. Quantifying benefits in terms of QALY does not give us a neutral measure of worth, of course. But it does expose the value judgments being made and give us a yardstick other than intuition or anecdote for measuring effects. Thus, Rai argues that rather than giving up on economic analysis, we should seek other ways to broaden its scope.

Do innovations such as QALY answer Leopold’s critique? Do we have our intellectual »substitutes for a land ethic«? No, not completely. Welfare economics or behavioral economics stretch the boundaries of utilitarian analysis but remain firmly within it. That framework will always exist in tension with approaches that challenge utilitarianism at its root, as Leopold does – though as I have argued elsewhere, there is much to be said for insoluble theoretical tension.\(^\text{31}\) If there is a larger goal here, it is not resolving the tension, but seeking to retain some of the insights of each tradition, melding critical theory and utilitarian analysis into something broader and more self-reflective. And the double insistence on exposing both one’s normative assumptions and the empirical consequences of one’s prescriptions seems like a good way to expand the horizons of intellectual property scholarship without turning it into mush in the process. Again, I think we can take some comfort from the dialectic between environmental thinking and economic analysis.

The institutional ecology

The next thing I think we can learn from environmentalism goes not to property theory, not to economic analysis, but to the construction of institutions and the broadening of the debate on policy.

In the article that coined the environmental analogy,\(^\text{32}\) I claimed that intellectual property policy was seen as a contract struck between industry groups – something that was technical, esoteric and largely irrelevant to individual citizens, except in that
they were purchasers of the products that flowed out of the system. Whether that view had ever been tenable, it was not so in a digital age. Instead, I argued that we needed a »politics of intellectual property«33 modeled on the environmental movement to create a genuine and informed political debate on intellectual property policy. So far, I have concentrated on the theoretical and academic tools such a debate would need – focusing particularly on property theory and on economic analysis and its limits. But I also argued that if there was to be a genuinely democratic politics of intellectual property, we would need an institutional diversity in the policymaking debate that was comparable to that of the environmental movement.

Environmentalism presents us with a remarkable diversity of organizational forms and missions. We have Greenpeace, the Environmental Legal Defense Fund, groups of concerned scientists, and the Audubon Society, each with its own methods, groups of supporters, and sets of issues. Yet we also have local and pragmatic coalitions to save a particular bit of green space, using the private tools of covenants and contracts that Professor Van Houweling’s paper describes.34 The organization-building challenge of the last ten years was to begin the process of replicating that institutional diversity in the world of intangible property.

It is in this area that I think we can see the most marked developments. Ten years ago, civil society had little to offer in terms of groups that represented anything other than an industry position on intellectual property, still less one that took seriously the preservation of the public domain or the idea that intellectual property policy was a matter of balance, rather than simple maximization of rights. There were the librarians and a few academics. That was about it. This position has changed radically.

There are academic centers that concentrate on the theoretical issues discussed in this symposium. Closest to my heart is the Center for the Study of the Public Domain at Duke,35 which held the first conference on the public domain in 2001.36 But the Stanford Center for Internet and Society, the Berkman Center, American University, and a variety of others all spend substantial amounts of time and intellectual energy on the issue of the balance between intellectual property and the public domain. Projects range from discussions of alternative compensation systems37 and treatment of orphan works under copyright law38 to educational efforts aimed at bringing artists into the debate about the law that shapes their conditions of creativity,39 and pro bono-litigation.40 In the sciences, organizations such as Duke's Center for Public Genomics41 use interdisciplinary tools including phenomenologies, case histories, economic analysis, and empirical research in seeking to calibrate the balance between proprietary tools and open science, private gain, and public benefit. What is more, the products of these Centers are disseminated beyond academia – a point I will return to in a moment. Academic work also has an immediate impact on individuals. We now have intellectual property law clinics that focus on law-reform efforts as well as on representing individuals. The Samuelson Clinic at Boalt Hall and the Samuelson-Glushko Clinic at American University deserve special mention, as, again, does the Stanford Center for Internet and Society.42

Beyond academic work, there are organizations that have dedicated themselves to advocacy and to litigation around the themes of preservation of the public domain, defense of limitations and exceptions in copyright, and the protection of free speech from the effects of intellectual property regulation of both content and communications infrastructure. The Electronic Frontier Foundation did exist ten years ago,
but its coverage of intellectual property issues was only episodic. Its portfolio of
litigation and public education on the subject is now nothing short of remarkable.43
Public Knowledge’s valuable lobbying and education is another obvious example.44
Internationally, there are organizations with similar aims – such as the Open Rights
Group in the United Kingdom.45 Organizing has also taken place around particular
cases – such as Eldred v. Ashcroft,46 the challenge to the Sonny Bono copyright-term
extension.47 Activity is not confined to the world of copyright. The Public Patent
Foundation combats »patent creep« by exposing and challenging bad patents.48

It would be remiss not to mention the international Access to Knowledge, or A2K
movement, inspired by the work of Jamie Love.39 While its focus is on the kinds of
issues represented by the access to medicines movement, it has made the idea of
balance in intellectual property and the protection of the public domain one of its
central components. Mr. Love, himself, is also the central figure behind the idea of
a Research and Development Treaty, which would amend international trade agree-
ments to make intellectual property merely one among a whole range of economic
methods for stimulating innovation.50 His work has touched almost every single one
of the movements discussed here.

The Access to Knowledge movement has many institutional variants. The »Deve-
lopment Agenda« at World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) put forward
by India and Brazil includes similar themes,31 as do the Geneva Declaration52 and
the Adelphi Charter produced by the Royal Society for the Arts.53 History is full of
wordy charters and declarations, of course. By themselves they mean little. Yet the
level of public and media attention paid to them indicates that intellectual property
policy is now of interest far beyond a narrow group of affected industries. To un-
derscore this point, several major foundations have introduced intellectual property
initiatives,54 something that would have been inconceivable ten years ago.

Finally, to complete the analogy to the land trust, which Molly Van Houweling
explores, we have organizations such as Creative Commons55 and the Free Software
Foundation,56 which seek to create licensed »commons« in which freedoms are gu-
aranteed. These replace the law’s default rules with choices made by individuals, the
effects of which are magnified by collective action. The end result is a zone of public
freedom enabled by private choice.

If one looks at these institutions and actors and at the range of issues on which
they focus – from software to drug patents, from the reverse engineering of software
to access to archival records, the obvious question is »how did they overcome
the collective action problem?« What ties together a critique of digital locks and the
access to medicines movement? Again, I think the answer points to the usefulness
of the environmental analogy. As I pointed out in »A Politics of Intellectual Prop-
erty«57 the invention of the trope »environment« tied together groups whose interests,
considered at a lower level of abstraction, seemed entirely different – hunters and
birdwatchers, anti-pollution protesters and conservation biologists. The idea of the
»environment« literally created the »self-interest« or set of preferences that ties the
movement together. The same is true here. Apparently disparate interests are tied
together by the ideas of the protection of the public domain and of the importance
of a balance between protection and freedom in the cultural and scientific ecology.
As Amy Kapczynski points out in a fine recent manuscript, this process runs contrary
to the economic literature on collective action.58 Indeed, it appears to challenge, or
at least stretch standard economic ideas about preferences. Economists generally assume preferences are simply given, individuals just have them and they are »exogenous« as to the legal system in the sense that they are unaffected by the allocation of legal rights. The emergence of the movements and institutions I am describing here paints a different picture. The »preferences« are socially constructed, created through a collective process of debate and decision which shifts the level of abstraction upwards and, as Kapczynski perceptively notes, they are highly influenced by the legal categories and rights against which the groups involved initially defined themselves.

But even a broad range of initiatives and institutions would not, in and of themselves, be enough to produce results. One must convince people that one's arguments are good, one's institutional innovations necessary, and one's horror stories disturbing. Environmentalism has managed to win the battle for clarity – to make its points clearly enough that they ceased to be dismissed as »arcane« or technical, to overcome a neglect by the media, to articulate a set of ideas that are part of the concerns of any educated citizen. The other striking phenomenon of the last ten years is the migration of intellectual property issues off the law reviews or business pages and onto the front pages and the editorial pages. Blogs have been particularly influential. Widely read sites such as Slashdot and BoingBoing have multiple postings on intellectual property issues each day; some are rants, but others are at a level of sophistication that once would have been confined to academic discussion. Sites such as Groklaw bring collective intelligence to focus on perceived legal challenges to free and open-source software. The movement has been pronounced enough to generate its own reaction. The popular comics site xkcd has strips critical of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DCMA) style-and-content protection but also a nerdily idyllic picture of a stick figure reclining under a tree and saying, »Sometimes I just can't get indignant about copyright law.« Geek humor has always been an acquired taste. But when the discussion of copyright minutiae has permeated the world of comics, something has changed. This is not to say that public awareness is anything like that in the environmental area. Still, the basic notions expressed in documents such as the Adelphi Charter – that intellectual property should be balanced, that rights should not be created or extended without evidence of their benefits, and that the burden of proof is on those who propose extensions – have achieved widespread currency.

**Conclusion**

Metaphors and analogies do not make things happen by themselves. In the vast majority of cases, the environmental analogy merely provided an easy label to something that was happening anyway. Nevertheless, I think there are productive semantic, theoretical, economic, constituency-building, and organizational insights to be had in thinking about a cultural and scientific environmentalism. But as I pointed out ten years ago,

For some, the difference in seriousness of the two problems robs the analogy of its force. After all, environmental problems could actually destroy the biosphere and this is just, well, intellectual property. My response to this is partly that this is an analogy. I am comparing the form of the problems rather than their seriousness. Still, I have to say I believe that part of this reaction has to do with a failure to adjust to the
importance that intellectual property has and is going to have in an information society. Again and again, one meets a belief that this is a technical issue with no serious human, political or distributional consequences.68

I went on to list issues indicating that this belief was wrong – ranging from access to medicines to effects on free speech, the increasing and unnecessary privatization of our common culture, and the crippling of the architecture of the open net. That does not make the DMCA69 or gene patenting the legal equivalent of global warming. But it does suggest that there are real problems of principle, of justice, and real human costs to getting these decisions wrong. It is my hope that such a point would come easier to people nowadays – some evidence that the »precautionary alarmism« I called for has born some fruit. The excellent papers gathered here – ranging from fan fiction to network building – reinforce that impression.

Yet perhaps the environmental movement still has one more lesson to offer us: humility. Movements are sometimes necessary in order to change habits of thought and patterns of policy. Yet they offer dogmas and blindesses of their own. If the scholarship of the next ten years is to be more than an apologia for the industry proposal du jour, an uncritical cheering section for the public domain, or a dry collection of increasingly unrealistic economic models, then it needs to take seriously the kinds of methodological challenges in property theory and in economics that drew us to the subject in the first place. In those areas at least, our discipline is neither as sophisticated nor as critical as we like to pretend. The perennial fight with a crude maximalist political agenda has hurt more than the public domain. It has impoverished both sides of the theoretical debate as well. Let us hope that the next ten years will not replicate that history.

The work that most excites me today – both practical and theoretical – is constructive rather than critical. On the practical side, the attempt by organizations such as Creative Commons to make global, commons-based creativity a reality in areas ranging from science to education raises a multitude of questions. Does this force us to reconsider our views on copyright formalities? After all, both Creative Commons licenses and the General Public License that is at the base of the free-software movement depend on the instantaneous and costless applicability of copyright on fixation. Alternatively, should we see these licenses as merely a »second best« to an expanded public domain? Should there be a single unitary notion of what freedoms are guaranteed in the commons, or does our notion of freedom vary, depending on the type of creative work and the needs of both author and audience?70 To what extent does the success of commons-based creativity depend on the development of business models that allow creators to donate certain aspects of their work to the commons while making money on other aspects of that work? Alternatively, does this path risk turning the commons into merely a collection of »loss-leaders,« losing the sense of community and of delight in sharing that is so marked in sites such as Wikipedia? These and a host of other questions are sorely in need of both scholarly attention and community exploration – as Professor Van Houweling’s paper points out.71

On the theoretical side, I think the best work has moved beyond a fascination with the second enclosure movement and the assault on the public domain. It is in work such as Yochai Benkler’s Wealth of Networks72 that we can see the beginnings of a more sophisticated normative, economic, and anthropological notion of commons-based production. What efficiencies does it offer? What ideals of justice does
it appeal to? Why is it that those involved with it seem to find in it the possibility that more labor – though never all labor – could have the features of the intensely satisfying, self-directed, play characteristic of the work of the artist and the academic (at least when not grading papers)? If the last ten years has involved the growth of both the theory and the organizational structure of an environmental movement for the public domain, it would be pleasant to imagine that the next ten years might continue the process into an investigation of »sharing nicely.«
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See, for example, the remarks of Richard Stallman:

»[P]eople have a tendency to disregard the differences between the various Creative Commons licenses, lumping them together as a single thing. That is as mixed-up as supposing San Francisco and Death Valley have similar weather because they’re both in California. Some Creative Commons licenses are free licenses; most permit at least noncommercial verbatim copying. But some, such as the Sampling Licenses and Developing Countries Licenses, don’t even permit that, which makes them unacceptable to use for any kind of work. All these licenses have in common is a label, but people regularly mistake that common label for something substantial.

I no longer endorse Creative Commons. I cannot endorse Creative Commons as a whole, because some of its licenses are unacceptable. It would be self-delusion to try to endorse just some of the Creative Commons licenses, because people lump them together; they will misconstrue any endorsement of some as a blanket endorsement of all. I therefore find myself constrained to reject Creative Commons entirely.«


Compare these comments to the remarks of Lawrence Lessig:

Richard Stallman criticizes the one element that [the Developing Nations and Recombo Licenses] have in common—that while they both secure important freedoms, they also both forbid (for some groups at least) the right to »copy« the underlying work. For him, that right is fundamental. And thus for him, any license that denies this fundamental freedom does not deserve the support of Creative Commons. He’s thus asked us to either drop, or disassociate ourselves from, these two licenses.

It’s extremely important first to clarify what this disagreement is not. Some of you will
remember the battles between the ›free software‹ and ›open source software‹ movements. To some, those were battles between a movement that believed in values and a movement that believed in pragmatism. The disagreement between CC and Richard Stallman is not of that sort. It isn’t pragmatism that drives us to adopt the Sampling and DevNat license. It is instead a different conception of value. CC will never offer licenses that secure just any freedom; we believe CC licenses should only secure important freedoms. But that’s precisely what we believe these two licenses do—they secure important freedoms, even if they don’t include the freedom to copy. That’s not because the freedom to copy is not an important freedom in some contexts, or for some creators. But the freedom to copy is not an important freedom in all contexts—at least if it interferes with other important values.

For example, imagine you’re a teacher in Nigeria. You want textbooks to teach Algebra to your Fulani speaking students. That you would have the right to copy a particular English textbook isn’t really of much use to you. What you need is the right to translate that book. In that context, the derivative right is the critical one; the right to copy is unimportant. The same point could be made more generally. Our view is that the necessary freedoms in different domains of creativity are not necessarily the same. That music could be different from software, software different from film. And as we have done throughout this project, we have asked leaders in different fields who share the values of freedom to help us understand what values are important within those specific fields. Gil and Negativland know something about music. So when they say that the freedom to remix is critical even if the freedom to copy is not, it would take a great deal to persuade us they are wrong.
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